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wint er climber's only care would be the organization of transport
for food or fuel.

As to accommodation, Bonneval-sur-Arc is nearest to most
of th e huts. Pierre Blanc would give any particulars of rooms
in the village, and there are inns open at Bessans .

THE ALPINE' DISTRESS SIGNAL.

By H. G. WILLINK .

MR. UNNA'S article ill the May J OURNAL must not be left
unanswered. He kindly let me see it in proof, and

although I cannot agree with him in most of his courteous
criticisms I am not sorry that he has published them, because
it is well that attention should be called to the whole subject .
Whatever system we have, the more it is ta lked about the
better. Members will find the original Report and paper and
discussion in vol. 17. And there is an excellent arti cle by
Clinton Dent in the Badminton Magazine for 1895, p. 109.
They will see that th e question was fully considered in all it s
bearin gs. And the adopt ion of our signal by so many clubs
should protect it from hasty condemnation. Personally, I con
sider it to be quite good... t hough possibly the ' instruct ions '
might be simplified a lit t le.

Let us examine what Mr. Unna has to say.
In th e first place he does not go so far as to assert that in

definite instances it has been tri ed and has failed; but only, in
general terms, that ' after a trial of over a quarter of a century
. . . experience has shown it t o be of little practical use.' He
admi ts that' climbers are rarely in situations where th ey can
make [the signal] seen or heard ,' but he gives no specific
cases of unsuccessful attempts t o use it; nor does he quote
anyone as having found fault with the system .

So far as this alleged non-use.may be due to want of oppor 
tunity, it would seem to be incapable of remedy. So far as it
arises from climbers' ignorance or forgetfuln ess of the signal,
it may be met by more efficient publication. It can hardly
be of much value as a ground for condemnation of the
system.

But he goes further and attacks the system itself upon
several definite points.

To begin with, he says that in one important matter th e
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instructions are not clearly intelligible. I confess, however,
that when he complains that an instruc tion requiring a sign
to be made six times a minu te, at equal intervals, is ambiguous
because six in tervals can only be demarcat ed by seven signs,
the complaint leaves me rath er cold. Why should he count
intervals when we tell him to count signs ?

Then, taking his numbered ' defects,' he says (1) and (2)
th at continuous watching will be necessary for at least three
minutes. My own experience as a signaller satisfies me that
with anything but a formalized and unusual signal, some delay
is sure to occur. To pick up and recognize a signal may very
well take much longer. The senders may have. to continue
for hours before attracting attent ion, and it is important that
the process should not be fatiguing. (3) and (4) and (6).
Regularity is of course essential, but only such regulari ty as is
clearly seen to be regular. The precise duration is immaterial;
some normal pace must be prescribed, and a fairly practical
one was chosen, viz. alternate periods of a minute , as near as
may be, one minute with six signs, one with none, and so on.
It can be done by counting aloud,-the familiar method of
timing photographic exposures. No watch is necessary, so
there is no strabismic risk. Of course at tention is needed,
why not? (5) It is easier to read flashes than to read
dark int ervals. There will probably always be more or less
difficulty if successive obscuration and revelation of a fire or
blaze is the method employed : but there are many ways in
which a lomvp can show a winking light. Improvised helio
graphs will scarcely be possible. But heliostat work might
well be done.

Lastly, he takes the general objection that our signal is
not simple enough. I am afraid I cannot agree with him.
Simplicity , indeed, is essential, but a distr ess signal must be
something more than simple, and excessive simplicity may
defeat its own object . We had no doub t th at such a signal,
whether visible or audible, and whether bynight or day, must be
useless unless, besides being simple, it is unusual, unmistakable,
deliberate, well marked, regular, stead ily repeatabl e, easily
made and easily read or COunted.

Mr. Unna suggests that a constant repeti tion of groups of
three signs, the groups being separated by intervals of arbit rary
length just sufficient to enable them to be definitely distinguish
able, would be better than our syst em. I do not think so.
I think that in some cases it would easily be taken for the
mere ' waving ' of exuberance. If made with a flag or any
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ext emporized substitute, it would soon become fatiguing, and
would t end to irr egular intermittency. It would, of course, be
better than nothing, and it has good points.

Bu t we believed that our proposals possessed all the qualities
which were requisite. The club agreed with us; and -other
clubs have followed suit . Unless and until good and sufficient
evidence of actual tr ial and failure hasbeen produced, I submit
that the present system should be left as it is.

P.S.-Of course I agree with Mr . Uona tha t all possible steps
should be taken to disseminate the instructions, which might
be printed in all guides' ' Books,' with the Rules of their
Association . And as regards night signalling his sugge tion
that a steady light should be shown during any periods of
cessation is valuab le and might well be incorporated in our
In structions.

Mr. Willink is good enough to send me an advance copy of
his paper. I will confine my remark s to the undue length of
period, two minutes, of the present signal, as this is the
fund ament al defect , in my opinion . I gave my reasons in the
May JOURN AL; and, in preference to repeating them, will
show how they are confirmed by the procedure followed in
ordinary signalling. The Alpine Distr ess Signal has to fulfil
two functions : it acts as a general call sign, which conveys the
message " I wish to communicate with anybody within range" ;
and also implies th e special mean ing" I require assistance."
In the Morse code the general call sign has the shortest of all
possible periods. The period would be less, than one second,
even with the slowest practicable rate of signalling. This
compar s with two minutes. Owing to the special meaning
also attach ed to the Alpine Distress Signal, the general call
sign would not be suitable ; and I therefore suggested a sign
with quite a short period, distinctive from the former, and not
involving a knowledge of Morse. It would not be fatiguing
to send, because, as I pointed out , the odds upon its being
picked up would be nearly as grea t if it were sent occasionally,
as if it were sent without cessation.

P. J. H. U N N A.
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